Effects of cation charges on the binding of stabilizers with human telomere and TERRA G-quadruplexes.
Both telomere and telomeric repeat-containing RNAs (TERRA) can fold into G-quadruplexes (G4) in eukaryotic cells. Given their key roles in the regulation of telomere length and translation, telomere and TERRA G4 are interesting targets of novel drug development strategies. It is known that the cation charge of a stabilizer is crucial to the binding of G4 and stabilizer. However, the quantitative relationship between the cation charge of a stabilizer and the binding strengths with telomere and TERRA G4 remain unclear. In the current study, by substituting positive charged TMPyP4 with neutral and negative charged groups, the effects of cation charges on the binding conformation and binding strength of porphyrin stabilizers are investigated via molecular docking and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. The results show that all TMPyP4 analogs form stable binding complexes with telomere and TERRA G4 and that, stabilizer charges have limited effects on binding conformation and can hardly lead to any special conformational alternations of G4. Our hydrogen bond analysis shows that all stabilizers can hardly form stable intermolecular hydrogen bonds with G4. Regarding binding strength levels, a linear correlation is found between the binding free energies and cation charges of stabilizers in all G4‒stabilizer complexes, revealing the pivotal role of electrostatic interactions. The present work is the first to reveal a quantitative correlation between the charges and binding strengths of stabilizers in their binding with human telomere and TERRA G4, which will prove pivotal for G4 targeted drug design and development.